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RESEARCH IN TEACHER EDUCATION
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Is teacher research (e.g. in a final thesis project) part of your teacher 

education curriculum? 

WHY?



WHY RESEARCH BASED TE?
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Development of autonomous and reflective teachers

With inquiring mindsets

Able to examine their work systematically

To make sound judgements and classroom decisions

Based on theoretical foundations
• (Cochran-Smith and Lytle 2009, Munthe & Rogne 2015, Smith & Sela 2005, Toom et al. 2010, )

 Teacher research and inquiry as a way to improve practice

INDIVIDUAL practice



A COLLABORATIVE PERSPECTIVE
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Teaching and the development of teaching as a collaborative task and

process

 Teacher inquiry as a means to inspire practice beyond the individual

level 

TO WHAT EXTENT CAN THESIS RESEARCH PROJECTS EXCEED 

THE INDIVIDUAL PERSPECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTE TO THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING AT A COLLABORATIVE LEVEL?



THESIS RESEARCH AS AN

INTERVENTION
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When the intention is to improve practice at a more general level …

teacher research and inquiry needs to be understood

as an intervention in a school or a team.

What are characteristics of successful interventions?

• Meaningfulness

• Ownership

• Involvement



THE PROBLEM WITH THESIS RESEARCH 

IN TE

Higher education School

?

Expectations and criteria from
research and university

Proof of research skills at 
bachelor level

Expectations and criteria 
from the school

Intervention in the school 
that contributes to

awareness and improvement

Thesis research





RESEARCH AS BOUNDARY OBJECT

University School

Boundary object:

Student
Begeleider UPvA
Begeleider school

Boundary object: a concrete object or activitity that is meaningful
and has ownership in both systems and gives opportunity for a 

meaningful dialogue between stakeholders from different activitity
systems, leading to expansive learning in both activitity systems

(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011; McPherson, Jones, & Oakes, 2006; Pierce, Jussila, & Cummings, 2009)

Student

University 
Supervisor

School 
Supervisor



RESEARCH AS BOUNDARY OBJECT

•Ownership

•Meaning

•Dialogue

• New understanding

• Satisfaction

Research question 
theoretical framework

research design 
data collection

conclusion, discussion, implications

Student

University 
Supervisor

School 
Supervisor



KEY ELEMENTS 1
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• A dialogue between three actors

• Focused on issues of ownership, meaningfulness and dialogue

Helps to create mutual understanding and awareness to the different 

perspectives and expectations



KEY ELEMENTS 2
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Taking into account these different  expectations

leads to a new view on (the quality of) thesis research

• Research projects as a collaborative activity

• New qualities needed of student teachers

• New criteria for

• designing the thesis research: where to involve the school team?

• selecting the research tools: what research tools have the potential to

strengthen meaningfulness, ownership and dialogue within the school 

team?

• assessment criteria: valuing both the quality in terms of academic

rigor and the quality in terms of effective interventions
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THE ROLE OF SCHOOL TEAMS
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STUDENT

supervisor
school

supervisor
TE

fellow-
studentsteam

Research groupResearch group



THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE 

SUPERVISORS 1
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE 

SUPERVISORS
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THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL 

SUPERVISOR
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school
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IMPLICATIONS
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Connecting thesis research projects to collaborative development of 
practice in schools needs …

• All stakeholders to understand the thesis research project as an
intervention in a school team

• A stronger focus on ownership, meaningfulness of and dialogue
between all actors

• A focus of the school supervisor on benefits for practice in the 
school

• A team that has an enquiry culture

• A teacher education curriculum that gives room for thesis projects
that focus on topics that are relevant and have priority for the school



THANK YOU
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